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FRANCIS HOWELL EDUCATION 
ASSOCIATION 
Negotiated Policies 
2003 
r 
Regulation 4120GE: The intent is to make district mandated chest x-rays, less of a 
hardship for employees. 
P a g e 3 - # 7 - b . 
PERSONNEL SERVICES R e g u l a t i o n 4120 GE 
(Form 4120) 
Employment 
Employment Procedures 
General Requirements 
1. All staff members shall be appointed by the Board only upon the recommendation 
of the Superintendent. Should a person nominated by the Superintendent be 
rejected by the Board, it shall be the Superintendent's duty to make another 
nomination. 
2. The Superintendent shall assure that all persons nominated for employment meet 
certification requirements and the qualifications established for the particular 
position, 
3. Interviewing and selection procedures shall assure that the Principal or other 
administrator to be directly responsible for the work of the staff member has to the 
extent possible, an opportunity to aid in his/her selection; however the final selection 
shall be made or approved by fee SuperintencLut 
4. All candidates shall be considered on the basis of their merits and qualifications and 
the needs of the school system. In each instance the Superintendent and others 
playing a role in the selection shall seek to hi*? the best qualified person for the job, 
No person shall on the basis of sex, race, religion, national origin, marital status, age 
or disability that will not impair performance be excluded from participation in, be 
denied the benefits of, or be subjected fo disttirnmation in employment for 
recruitment, consideration, or selection, therefore, whether full time or part time, 
certificated or non certificated, under any educational program or activity operated 
by the District 
5. The Federal Immigration Reform and Control Act requires all employers to hire 
only American citizens and aliens who are authorized to wort in the United States iu 
order to preserve jobs for those who are legally entitled to them. Hie District will 
implement the following procedures to assure compliance with the law: 
a. Any employee hired after November 6t 1986, will complete an Eligibility 
Verification Form (Form 1-9), and witi produce documents that will establish 
mVher identity and eligibility tn work. (Form 1-9 contains a list of 
documents that will luifill this requirement) 
3/3O/0O 
b. The District will retain an individual's Form 1-9 for three years after the date 
of hire of one year after the individual is terminated, whichever is later. 
Regulation 4120 GE 
c. The form may be reviewed by the Immigration and Naturalization Service 
and potentially by other federal agencies. In order to miniroiac potential 
intrusion, Eligibility Verification Forms will be maintained separately from 
the employee's personnel files as stipulated in Policy 4860. 
d. For any further information concerning the procedures surrounding the Form 
1-9 or the District's obligations upder the Act, consult the District office 
responsible for personnel mapejs. 
6- The District shall also require other documents to be completed such as federal and 
State withholding, insurance and retirement forms, 
7, Physical Exanrinarion and Tuberculosis Tests 
a. Physical examinations shall be completed for new employees according to 
the following timeframes: 
Administrators: Alffull or part-ihene employees shall satisfactorily 
complete a post-offer pre-emptoyrnera physical including a TB test and a 
drug/alcohol test given by a District provided physician at no cost to the 
employee-
Certified; Physical examinations including a TB test shall be completed for 
new employees (except substitutes) by a chkopractor, an osteopath or a 
medical physician within six (6) weeks of their employment date. 
Returning employees who-hid resigned shall be required to have another 
physical examinations and tuberculosis test. Substitutes contracted for 
more than sixty (60) consecutive days shall be required to have a physical 
examination, 
Federation: Regular fuO-tiroe and part-time employees shall satisfactorily 
complete a post-offer, pre-employment physical mcluding TB test given by 
a District-provided physician at no.cost to the employee, 
Local I: Ail substitutes, regular full-time and regular part-time employees 
shall complete a post-offer, pre-ernployment physical including a TB test 
and drug/alcohol lest given by a I^nTct-provided physician at no cost to 
the employee. 
3/30/00 
Regulation 4X30 GE 
Page3 
Other Support Staff: Physical examinations molding a TB test shall be 
completed for new employees (except substitutes) by a chiropractor, an 
osteopath or a medical physician within six (6) weeks of their employment 
date, Returrdng employees who had resigned shall be required to have 
another physical examination and ttf^eraalosis tests. Substitutes employed 
for mora than sixty (60) consecutive days shall be required tc have a 
physical examfoation. 
Substitutes: (other than Local 1): DncmuentfliionofEDSgativeTB test, 
chest x~ray, or waiver form completed by a physician must be provided by 
the employee prior to the employee's .^ fart date. The employee is responsife 
for any expense related to this documentation, 
b. All employees will be required to have tuberculosis test, x-ray or waiver 
form from their physician as recommended by county health aiahnrities. 
The tuberculosis test will be provided at no cost Co the employee if 
administered by school district personnel. tffhetiisftictreqiiJresa 
turberculosis t&t and the employee testa positive requiring a chest x-
ray, the district will reimburse the portion not covered by health 
insurance. 
8. Student and Temporary woricere, excluding the children of Board members and 
administrators, may be employed; however, they shall not be used to eliminate 
regular staff positions. 
Certificated Staff 
To teach in the public schools of Missouri the teacher must possess an appropriate and valid 
teaching certificate The laws state specifically that the teacher must not assumethata 
portion of the school year can be taught before obtaining a certificate, because the certificate 
must be in force for the full time for which the contract is effective, begmnfog the first day 
of school. IftheteacTrfr does not already have a t c a c ^ 
arrangement to secure it, he/she should contact the Human Resource office at once to make 
such anangements. This certificate, along with official copies of transcripts showing ail 
college hours and degrees must be kept on file withmis office. If the^ertifi_cate_gr letter of 
intent from the State Department is not on file. ng_5alary payments will be made-
3/30/00 
Regulation 4120 GE 
Page 4 
. * 
Summer School Employment 
Recommendations for summer school staffing, terms of employment, hiring, course 
offerings arid schedding will be xnadc an a pearly basis. The recommendations for the 
summer school program will be ibrwarded *b the appropriate Negotiations Team for 
enhanced communication. The administration's recommended plan will then be 
forwarded to the Board for approval. The Association and (he administration would only 
address increases in the total expenditure 1to the annual summer school plan during 
negotiations. Summer school vacancies"sHallbe posted and filled following the voluntary 
guidelines in Policy and Regulations 42l0 CR, with consideration for summer school 
experience. 
AflnunJBOE sign off (Agreed to changes) FHEA sign off (Agreed to changes) 
3/30/00 
Regulation 4130CR: The intent is to clariiy the policy to reflect actual practice. 
Agreed on the following: 
• Records Day- A ,5 records day at elementary to be equitable with secondary May 
28* for 2003/2004 
m
 Scrub schedules will be posted ahead of time so that teachers are aware of them for 
access to their rooms 
* Scrub schedules will be ijaished 3 days prior to school beginning, 
• Working on non-contract days. The intent is to increase awareness of the hardship of 
faculty attendance on nou-schcoi and the understanding that professional 
respooaibihties could require additional training. Staff missing these days will be 
expected to demonstrate competency using strategies being implemented by the 
district and school. If CSIP requirement, the teacher most demonstrate skills 
addressed in the workshop, 
(Page 1) Traveling Teachers-all paragraphs 
(Page 2) Part-Time Teachers - all paragraphs 
(Page 3) Contracted Days - #J, #2, and #3 
(Page 4) - #6 (new verbiageJCuntracted Days: 
PERSONNEL SERVICES Regulation 4130 CR 
(Form 4130) 
Employment 
Certificated_Cpntrace 
Probationary Teachers 
Teachers without previous teaching experience will receive a probationary contract for each of 
their first ftw years of full-tune employment or for the correspondniep^od of part-time 
service. 
Probationary teachers will be notified In writing of the Board's intent to re-employ them ibr the 
next school year. Tins written notice will be provided on or by April 15. Teachers who are not 
provided a timely notice will be automatically re-employed for the next school year. 
Probationary teachers will be provided with a written contract on or by May 15 and will be 
required to provide the Board with a written acceptance or rejection within fifteen (i 5) days of 
receipt of the contract. Failure to provide a timely acceptance of the contract will be deemed a 
rejection of the Board's employment contract 
Permanent Teacher* 
Permanent teachers will, be provided with an indefinite contract as provided by state statute. 
Indefinite contracts may be modified by the Board on or before May 15 with respect to the 
school year and with respect to annual compensation. Pennanent teaches will receive copies of 
contract modifications within miny (30) days of Board adoption. 
Francis Howell ^ 
/March 02 
Traveling Teachers 
If changes are made in a traveling teacher's job assignment, the teacher's evaluating supervisor 
must inform the appropriate person in the Human Resource personnel office. 
At the time the teacher's contract is presented by the evaluan'pgsupeivisor, a detaiied worksheet 
will be presented and discussed With the teacher with the Seacjier's contract. The worksheet will 
present the teacher's schedule {including instructional times, planning time, lunchtime and 
travel time) imd compensation aa well as benefit status. (If changes oacuc gvthe worksheet, the 
The supervisors will communicate to determine exact dudes regarding the teacher. The 
traveling teacher will only be assigned duties/responsibilities in proportion to his/her building 
administrator. Copies of the worksheet are sent to each administrator and die appropriate person 
in Human Resources the personnel office. 
Herniation 4130 CR 
P a g e ! 
Part-Time Teachers 
If changes are made in the part-time teacher's job assignment, the teachers evaluating 
supervisor must inform the appropriate person in the Human-Jtasouros personnel office, 
At the time the teacher's contract is presented by the evaluating supervisor, a detailed worksheet 
will be presented and discussed with the teacher with the teacher's contract. The worksheet will 
present the teacher's schedule (including instructional times, planning time, and lunchtime) and 
compensation as well as benefit status. (IfcKanges occur in the worksheet, the purpose of the 
change will be communicated to the FHEA President by the Ettpcutiva Director of Human 
Resources Director of Certificated Personnel.) 
The supervisor will communicate the exact duties regarding the teacher. The part-time teacher 
will only be assigned dutiesAesponsibilities inproportion to his/her instructional day. A 
worksheet will be completed by fee evaluating supervisor with the teacher to insure 
communication. Copies of the worksheet will be retained by the evaluating supervisor and will 
be sent to the appropriate person in the Haman Resources personnel office. 
Trading Contracted Days 
A teacher may utilize up to acumulative total of three (3) days with exceptions granted by the 
Principal in consultation and subject to the folio wing:-
FrancEs Howell 
March 02 
1. Exchange days must Have the prior approval of the site prindpat at least three <3) days 
before the proposed absence. Such approval shall not be unreasonably wilhheld. 
2. A teacher sba'l have the sole responsibility for arranging &r the payback of exchange 
day(s) with another teacher wiihin the fecal year (July 1 - June JO) of when the initial 
exchange occurred-
3. The District snail have no responsibility for any inequities that may arise between 
affected teachers based upon the exchange of day* pursuant to this provision. The issue 
of any perceived inequities that may arise between teachers pursuant to (2) above shall 
not be subject to grievance procedures. 
4. Exchange days will not be granted the day before or the day after a holiday or on a 
workday, with the following exceptions: 
a. When the Board approved calendar has been changed with less than eight (8) 
weeks1 notice, such as having revised the days which fall before or after a 
vacation, then a teacher may, upon application, receive pay for trade days on 
the day before or the day after vacation, or 
Regulation 4130 CR 
Page3 
b. With the prior approval of the Superintendent. 
5. The exchange days provided in this section may be extended upon request (e,g., 
professional educational leave) and shall be at the discretion of the Superintendent In 
consultation with the Principals 
Contracted Days 
1. All teachers shall be employed for a school asm of one hundred seventy-four (174) 
days of actual pupil attendance (high school teachers - one hundred seventy-five (175) 
days) plus scheduled professional teacher's meetings and other special days as agreed 
between the Board and the Association. The total number of regular teaching contract 
days may not exceed one hundred eighty-five (185) days for-fe&ifflmg teachers on 
steps 4 and above on the teacher salary schedule, and one huodfed-aiffiEy six (1S6) 
ptovjded-asnflttdm-paragfaphhelow.- Teachers on steps 1,2, and 3 of the salary 
schedule will be contracted for 193,191, and 189 days, respectively. The District 
wifl provide professional development activities for teachers on these additional 
contracted days. 
2. Certain personnel may he employed additional days as specified in their contracts. 
Francis Htfwell se 
March 02 
Teachers who, because of their job assignment, are employed for a term in excess of 
one hundred eighty-five (185) days shall receive extended teaching contracts specifying 
the additional number of days and compensation. Such additional compensation shall 
be based on the teacher's regular annual salary prorated on a per diem basis. 
for yearitauid and IrinrlMgnrten teachers uo that they may 
3. Any teacher with more sections than the normal full time teaching 4ead schedule shall 
receive additional corapensation based on fee his/her annual salary per diem rate for 
each teaching period efeaeWay in excess of teregidarsciiedalefiiMhnonnB. Paid 
4. Saturdays will only be nsed as contracted days when_ dire or untoward cirtmrnstances 
require their use> Any change of calendar requires Board approval. 
5. Each Li School Alternative Placemen! <ISAP) and study bail period shall be 
compensated at a rate based ortthe per diem rnhnmura state teacher's salary divided by 
the number of instructional periods in; foe school day. 
'- - - 1 
This provision does not pertain to a fiill-time teacher with a regular contract 
Regulation 4130 CR 
Page 4 
6. Twelve-month pre-school teachers are contracted for 244 days, including three 
(3) paid holidays. Twelve-month pre-schooJ teachers may select ten (10) non-
contract days to be absent without pay. Requests for non-contract days should 
be made to the Site Administrator at least two days in advance and will be 
approved if a qualified substitute is available. 
with Chan* FHEA Sign Off (Agree with Changes) 
Francis HoweL] 
March 02 
^c 
4/30/03 9:31 AM 
Regulation 421 OCR: The intent: 
OClarifies all teachers are to be treated with profesional respect during the transfer 
process. 
2)To facilitate staffing and increase the efficiency and clarify the sequence of the infernal 
staffing process, 
3)(3 choices for teachers) The intent of the language is that the principal will place a 
teacher in 1 of his/her first 3 choices or explain why they he/she did not. 
(Page 1) under Personnel Assignments and Transfer (ad^ed new language) 
(Page 1} under Secondary 
(Page 1) under Elementary- paragraph 1 
(Page 1) Staffing Criteria fnew ianfiuapeh paragraph 1 and #1 
(Page I) Transfer Request - Vacancy Notices Posted - 4ntffrfml&ttg 
(Page 1) Transfer Defmaionti -Interfiling-paragraph 1 &2 
(Page 1) Voluntary Transfers - f/iteFbuOdmg paragraph Ir 
(Page 2) paragraph 1,2, and 4 
(Page 2) Involuntary Transfers-Mer&*Uiii^Ptvcedures~paragrapk 1 
(Page 3) Guidelines paragraph 5 
(Page 3) Selection Criteria- #J 
PERSONNEL SERVICES Regulation 4210 CR 
Personnel Assferunenfa afld Transfer 
K-aasferiHtersa- - fatmbuiWing Bidding gtaffiag (/tew language) 
Timelines for Board of Education staffing approval, internal staffing decisions, 
Vacancy postings, etc are established annually. Tftesc timelines wiH be made available 
to all district personnel via a posting em the District's websate, (new language) 
Secondary 
Staffing plans will be presented to the teachers for the following school year and changes 
will be explained. Department chairpersons will then meet with their staff to determine the 
assignments and give the department's recommendation to the PrindpaJ. The PrindpaJ will 
make the final decision based on me feansfeF-selcctign staffing assignment criteria and 
explain to any teacher whose assignment may be different than submitted by the 
cbairpersoa 
Elementary 
Stiffing plans will be presented to the teachers for the following school year and changes, 
wtli be explained. Teachers will be asked to submit their first three choices to the Principal 
who will then make the assignments based on the volantaty sdasaon staffing assignment 
criteria. The Principal will explain the reasons fof-tha-fraflsfer to all any teachers whose 
assignment may be different than the three (3) submitted choices. 
Francis Howell 
JuneO] 
4/30/03 9:31 AM 
Staffing Criteria (new language) 
The Principals will consider the following criteria in priority order when detennining wha 
shall be Golocted for a transfer assignments within the building: 
L Overall sarMaaery evaluation 
2. Compatibility with the position 
Compatibility - is defined as appropriate certification and/or training, the teachers* 
philosophy of education, involvement with discipline, classroom organization and 
planning, teaching techniques, peer relationships and parent communication relating 
to the teacher's behavior within the school. 
3. Francis Howell School District experience. 
4. Teacher interest 
5. Extra duty assignments-voluntary transfers only-
Transfer Request 
Vacancy Notices Posted 
All vacancies shall be posted ineackseoool on the District's web site as they occur or as 
they are anticipated. ThffPreridimtofme Assodatianimd^-UNISERVOfrloe will receive 
a copy of all notices as thsyaresant Such postings shall be made ten (10) dayp prior to 
anyone being employed Before April IS* positions will be posted for a minimum of 
(ten) 10 days. After April 15**, positions will be posted a minimum of five (5) days 
unless tft an emergency situation hi the instructional program necessitates an immediate 
assignment In the event of an immediate asiagOTent^ 
temporary basis if a new employee is hired for the position.. However, if the position 
involves the transfer of a District employee, the position may be fiHed permanently^ During 
(provided tho-teacher supplies th» personnel offit 
wiU-a^sa be post«i-in each school. 
Vacancy - A vacancy is defined as a position presently unfilled; a position currently filled 
but which will be open in the future; or a new position that is currently not in existence, 
Transfer Definitions — Iatcrbnfl<feg 
Voluntary transfer - occurs when a teacher requests a change in assigned building, grade 
level, oyoto or teaching assignment 
involuntary transfer - occurs when a teacher is required to change building, 
eyeie or teaching assignment against fais/her will. 
Francis Howell 
June 01 
4/30/03 9:31 AM 
Voluntary Transfers 
A teacher may request to transfer to a vacancy for which befehe is certificated by contacting 
the personnel office in writing within tec (10) gebeel workdaysofthepostingup to April 
15. After April 15, a teacher may request a transfer for the first five (5) work days of 
the posting. 
Teachers requesting a transfer will not be penalized because of a request to transfer, or as a 
result of a transfer. 
Refutation 4210 CR 
Page 2 
In the case of ffltekuilfiBg transfers to a different building, the receiving Principal shall 
give his/her approval. Transfer during the school year shall not be made unless the 
Superintendent/designee has approved the transfer due to the timing of the transfer. Iffbe 
timing of the transfer is denied, the effective date for die transfer will be the beginning of the 
next school year and the vacancy will befilled on a temporary basis. laterbmlding 
Transfers to Another building will he determined by the Principal based on the selection 
criteria guidelines. Transfer requests after June 1 shall oot be made unless the 
Superintendent/designee has approved the transfer request 
Where more than one teacher applies for a transfer to a single posmWall district teachers 
applying for the position will be interviewed District teachers wtfl be given preference 
over outside applicants if similariy qualified, 
Candidates not selected will be given a statement describing the qualifications which served 
as the deiermuiing fectors in the selection. Such notice will be sent only ro the candidate, 
TTie teacher may request a meeting with the Principal to discuss his^ier qualifications and 
interview summary, 
In the event two (2) or more teachers are equally qualified, according to the iatoFbuilding 
selection criteria, the teacher with the greatest seniority will be transferred. 
If it Is necessary to reduce staff in a buildmg, the voluntary transfers from that building who 
are employed on a half-time or more basis in the District will be given priority. Voluntary 
transfers will not be implemented where the voluntary transfer would cause an involuntary 
transfer. 
Francis HoweU 
June 01 
4/30/03 9:31 AM 
Involuntary Transfers Interbiiflding 
Causes 
Involuntary transfers may occur as a result of an opening of a building, redistribution of 
students, realignment of staff, or other reasons where such transfers will improve the 
instructional program, and where no teachers have volunteered to transfer. 
Procedures 
The procedures for involuntary transfers only apply after all buildings have been 
staffed. 
Teachers eligible to fill existing or anticipated vacancies will be asked to volunteer. A 
second request for volunteers will be made if necessary. 
If there are no volunteers, teachers with the least seniority will be transferred first 
The final decision will be made by the Superintendent/designee. 
Regufrtion 4210 CR 
Pagi-3 
Guidelines i 
No involuntary transfer will be made until the teacher has been provided with the reasons 
for the transfer. Any teacher affected by an.^ivoiuntary transfer will be released by the 
Board from his/her contract if he/she so.requests. 
Writtennotificationofinvoluntaty transfers shall be made as soon as possible. No 
involuntary transfers shall be made after June 1 unless Nereis an unexpected change in 
enrollment. 
Any teacher who is involuntarily transferred wiJJ be given priority consideration for any 
future vacancies for three (3) years at the building from which he/she was transferred. 
He/she will be the last one considered for any future involuntary transfers for three (3) years 
to other buildings. 
An exception to the three (3) year provision may be necessary when an entire grade level is 
moved from one building to another. If an exception is required. Administration 
representatives will meet with the Association representatives to discuss and mutually agree 
uponthe provisions of theexceptjon. 
V/hcm t^ i^ HThr^ ^, nr.nfQTmrmtn havft rhnnffrrt hrrmirrr thrir nohfifll han trhnn^nrf from ^inrlr 
Frand* Howell 
June 01 
4/30/03 9:31 AM 
building and will be given preJareneewitht&their grade level pver-biiikUng teach era in othog 
Selection Criteria InterbirildiBg 
The Principals will consider the following criteria in order when determining who shall be 
selected for a transfer: 
1. Overall flfliiGfactory evaluation 
2. Compatibility with the position 
Compatibility — is defined as appropriate certification and/or training, the teachers' 
philosophy of education, involvement with discipline, classroom organization and 
planning, Leaching techniques, peer relationships and parent communication relating 
to the teacher's behavior within the school. 
3. Francis Howell Schod District experience. 
4. Teacher interest 
5. Extra duty assignments-voluntary transfers only 
Regulation 43X0 CR 
Page 4 
Ad inin/BOE sign off (Agree with Changes) FUEA sign off (Agree with Changes) 
Francis Howell 
June 01 
Regulation 4220CR: The Intent: 
Discussed the demands of Before & After school meetings: 
1) Meetings will be scheduled as needed to meet professional and legal requirements and will 
respect the staffs professional time. 
2) Change policy to reflect practice of plan time and recess 
(Page 2- under Recess Schedule paragraph 2) 
(Page 2 - under Travel Time 
(Duty Free lunch and plan time) 
3) The intent is continuance to problem solve to ensure that all professional stafThave duly 
free lunch. 
(Plan Time) 
4) Intent is to ensure that all professional staff receive plan time as required in policy. 
PERSONNEL SERVICES RegalatioqjttZu CR 
Personnel Assignments and Transfer 
Instructional Day 
Hours of Employment 
Hours of employment shall be thirty (30) mniutes before me f t o dass begins and extend uiuil 
after the buses have departed in the aftetnpen. If a teacher: finds it necessary to leave school 
premises during the school day, prior authorization must be obtained from a Principal. 
Except in unusual circumstances a teacher shall not be required to be a* school prior to the 
rainy (30) minutes before the first-Class, This restriction does not affect faculty, department 
or grade level meetings. 
Duty-Free Lunch 
During the instructional day, teachers shall be provided a duty-free lunch period of 
approximately twenty-five (25) minutes at the elementary level and twenty-five (25) minutes at 
the secondary level, 
Planning Time 
During the instructional day, teachers shall be provided with preparation time for the purpose 
of lesson planning, grading and communicating with parents/guardians and students, tntfae 
secondary schools the length of preparation time shall be equivalent to one class period or a 
minimum of sixry (60) minutes a day, including passing period. In the elementary schools the 
length of preparation time shall be fifty-five (55) to sixty-five (65) minutes per day, with an 
Franca HowdE j^ c 
March 02 
expectation to provide afotalof 300 minutes planning time per week for all teachers, grades 
Kr5. Elementary teachers will be compensated if mek total plaimmg tiine is less than 275 
minutes per week- Teachers whose plarming time exceeds 325 minutes per.week will have 
additional academic duties, 
It is understood there may be occasions on which me schedule is shortened or rearranged 
which will cause for a variance in die minimum planning time. 
Teachers will be compensated for plan time that cannot be scheduled. Elementary teachers 
will be compensated for unscheduled plan time minutes below the minimum 275 minutes per 
week- Calculation of plan time compensation is based on a maximum of 174 student contact 
days. Secondary teachers will be compensated for plan time when an additional section of 
instruction is added to their teaching load. A plan period will be calculated as sixty (60) 
minutes andpaid for actual student contact days; i.e. 174 days in middle school and 275 days 
in high school 
ReftnlfltiPD 422Q CR 
Page2 
The formula for calculating high school plan time, for example, is "Salary divided by 185 
days divided by 7 hours times 175 days," 
• Ik -U^ld U lJI l rUU*' -
At the elementary level an attempt shall be made by the Principal to provide-ene of the two ffi 
fijreea-fl5) minute recesses directly after-the duty free lunch periods. 
TraTeiTTme 
Employees who are assigned to more than one (I) building during a single day shall be 
allowed twenty-five (25) minutes exclusive of lunch and preparation time to travel from one 
building to another. They shall he reimbursed at the present IRS mileage allowance rate. Tlje 
allotted travel time win he scheduled as part of the teacher's regular school day. ff travel time 
precludes scheduling of required planning nine, the teacher will be compensated for 
unscheduled plan time. 
Saturdays 
Saturdays will only be used as contracted days when dire or untoward circumstances require 
Jheiruse. Any change of calendar requires Board approval 
Payment at Minimum State Teacher's Salary 
t 
Each In School Alternative Placement (1SAP) and study hail period shall be compensated at a 
rate based on the per diem minimum state teacher's salary divided by the number of 
instructional periods in the school day. 
Francis Howell tic 
March 02 
The provision does not pertain to a full time teacher with a regular contract 
Admin/BOE sign off (Agree with Changes) FHEA Sign Off f Agree with Change?) 
£)^$?&^£Q <*/*(&-
i ith hanges) w , 
Francis Howell \,c 
March 02 
Policy 431QGE: 
Change policy and explore external options for rewarding perfect attendance. 
Will explore other incentives provided by outside sources. 
PERSONNEL SERVICES 
Absence Leave and Vacation 
General Attendance 
Policy 4310 GE 
(Regulation 4310) 
(CR,FD,LO,SU) 
Regular attendance is essential in providing District students wilh a high quality of 
instruction and service. Employees will be allowed to be absent from work as described in 
Regulation 4320. Excessive absence guidelines are described in Regulations 4310. 
provide an a 4ive-fer1lte 
:tions4310-CR,. £E>, LO, SU and ES. 
n/BQEgipiQfFfAEree with Changes) FHEA agjpgffif Agree with Changes) jn-gign on [AEree witnmanges) xttftA aq»nottt Agree with Changes) 
Jul 00 
PoJicy 4430 GE: The intent is to communicate the duties of committees using electronic 
media. 
PERSONNEL SERVICES Policy 4430 GE 
Professional ActiyideaT Training and Professional Growth 
District Committees 
Guidelines for District-wide Committees 
A written description of each district-wide standing committee established in the School 
District will be posted in each huiJdine explaining the goals and objocttves of the committee 
a j^ tiiemadiod tfE^ to saiftctiq^niborst&ihercDmmirt^ on the District's web site 
including the committee's purpose, membership, configuration and opportunities to 
serve. 
Each committee will write a summary report of its findings and/or recommendations and 
present this to the appropriate administrator The chairperson of said committee will present 
this report to the Board of Education at the appropriate scheduled Board meeting. 
QE sign off fAgree With Changes! FHEA Sign Off fAeree with Changes) 
Frands Howell 
Jul 00 
Regulation 4505CR: The Intent is to 
1) Extend the deadline to October 15"1 for transcripts to be submitted for salary schedule 
credit (Page 2 - Deadline for Adding College Credit - paragraph 1) 
2) Move Secondary's first pay date to August 10th to coincide with earlier start date 
(Page 3-#2) 
3) Elementary transferred to secondary pay schedule. 
The intent is to minimize the impact of changing from one pay schedule to another 
(Page3-£3) 
PERSONNEL SERVICES Regulation 4505 CR 
Compensation 
ft***T Determination and Payments ' 
SALARY SCHEDULE 
Placement on Schedule 
To be eligibleibr placement on the salary seheduite, *• teacher shall: 
1. Have at least a bachelor degree from an accredited college oruniversity, and 
2. Be certified by the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education 
(DESE) or required accrediting body to teach or work in Missouri public schools in the 
area assigned 
Credit Beyond the Bachelor and Master Degrees 
Graduate Credit 
Graduate semester hours earned will be credited to the salary schedule if earned after receipt of 
a valid Missouri teaching certificate. Graduate credits intended to apply to a Bachelors plus or a 
Master plus column on die salary schedule must have been earned after receiving a Bachelors or 
a Master degree. "Hiese hours must be appropriate to an area of certification as approved hy the 
DESE or appropriate to the teacher's assignmem, Tne hours must be from a NCATE or state 
approved school unless previous approval has been received fiom the Superintcndent/designee. 
Undergraduate Credit 
Undergraduate courses intended to count for credit beyond the bachelor or master degree must 
be taken as part of an academic plan to achieve additional teaching certification or be directly 
appropriate to the teaching assignment The Superintendent/designee must approve the 
academic plan. 
March 02 
Salary Reductions Prohibited if Job Same 
No teacher continuously employed will receive less money on a future salary schedule than 
he/she is receiving for Ihe same or comparable duties, 
Teaching Experience Calculations 
In determining the experience lobe granted on the salary schedule, a maximum of one 
hundred eighty (ISO) days or nine (9) month's teaching experience shall be granted for any 
one school year- AJlrrteviouse^eriencesr^lbcaddeiandiflhesumof (his experience is 
a mixed number (a whole number and a fraction), the fraction of a year's experience shall be 
counted as a full year if the fraction is one half or more. 
Regulation 4505 CR 
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Part-time teachers who arc employed for 90,5 to 241.5 days in session per year, no matter 
how many hours per day, will advance one step on the salary schedule. 
Experience for noncontracted substitute teaching, student teaching or day care experience 
shall not be granted. Other teaching experience shall be granted only with the approval of 
the Superintendent/designec. 
Teachers shall be allowed to bring in up to, nine (9) years of previous teachi&g experience on 
the salary schedule. Former District teachers who are re-employed shall be allowed to bring 
in all previous District experience and up to nine (9) years of other previous teaching 
experience on the salary schedule, as long as the date of application is within two (2) years of 
leaving the District, and providing they accept the first position for which they are qualified-
Deadline for Adding College Credit 
Approved graduate credit completed between September I of the previous year and August 
31 of the current school year shall be credited to the teacher'ssalaryretroactively to July 1 of 
the current school year. Official transcripts .of graduate workmust be submitted to the 
feteraas Resources Department personnel office by September 3Q October 15th to be 
credited to the current year's salary. 
Exceptions 
The Superintendent may ask the Board to make an exception for a teacher regarding 
placement on the salary schedule, hours earned and/or teaching experience (as ooted above). 
Prior to the recommendation, the Superintendent will contact the Association President and 
review the matter with him/her. 
March 02 
SALARY PAYMENTS 
Teachers'annual contract payments shall be paid in twenty-four (24) equal payments. Such 
payments shall be distributed on the tenth (10th) and twenly-fifth (25th) ofthe month or the 
last school day prior to the tenth (10*) and twenty-fifth (25th) of the month, 
The final payments for any secondary teacher will be distributed on the last paycheck in 
June- For teachers whose schools are in session on June 25, checks or direct deposit 
vouchers wiU be available at the school; those not picked up will be mailed on June 26. For 
teachers whose schools are not in session, checks or direct deposit vouchers will be available 
at the Administration Office on June 25 for five (5) working days including June 25. After 
five (5) workings days* checks or direct deposit vouchers will be mailed. 
Regulation 4505 CR 
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Teachers shall be paid up to date in the following manner: 
1. Year-round starting work in July will be paid on the regular paydays in July and 
receive checks for twenty-four (24) consecutive pay periods. 
2. Middle school and high school teachers starling at the beginning of the school year 
will receive their first pay on or before August 35* 10Ih and receive checks for 
twenty-four (24) consecutive pay periods. 
3. Elementary teachers who transfer to a secondary teaching position will be paid 
for twenty-seven (37) twenty sir (26) consecutive pay periods during the first 
transition year they are on the secoudary leveL During the transition year, the 
teacher will receive two pays per month except in June when live four (4) checks 
will be issued. Their first check will be July ID and their last check will be on 
June 25. During the second year on the secondary level, they will be paid as aD 
secondary teachers as described above. 
Payroll Deductions 
Upon submission of written authorization, the Board will make payroll deductions for 
annuities, credit unions, Association membership dues, dependents1 insurance and other 
plans approved by the Board- Deductions for membership dues shall continue from year to 
year unless revoked in writing. Revocation of deduction will become effective ten (10) 
working days after submission of a written request 
March 02 
Approved payroll deductions will be deducted in equal installments from each paycheck, 
Authorization cards requesting payroll deductions for Association membership dues must be 
submitted ten (10) working days prior to the issuance of pay checks, 
ADDITIONAL DUTIES 
Staff Substitution 
Employees who voluntarily substitute for an absent teacher during their preparation time at 
the request of the Principal, shall be paid eight doUara($8.QQ) for oae to thnty minutes, and 
sixteen dollars ($16*00) for thirty-one to sixty minutes. Teachers who substitute while on 
vacation will be compensated based on Regulation 4330 CR. Payments for substitutes will 
be made from the sick leave fund. In the instance where a teacher has reimbursed the 
District, the reimbursed amount shall be credited to the sick leave fund minus the cost of the 
substitute. 
Regulation 4505 CR 
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Teacher Paid Lunch Duty 
Teachers who voluntarily supervise students jn their room during their lunch period at the 
request of the Principal shaU be reimbursed the sura of eight dollars (SS.OO) per day. 
Payment shall be made for days worked. Supplemental checks with deductions for social 
security, and state and federal taxes will be available with the second December and June 
payments. 
Curriculum Committees 
A teacher serving on a curriculum committee will receive $75 per day, unless on release 
time. 
SALARY DETERMINATION DISPUTES 
All employees of the District shall discuss and attempt to resolve matters concerning salary 
and/or matters having fiscal implications with the Superintendent prior to requesting a 
hearing by the Board. 
Atfanin/BOE sign off (Agree with Changes) FHEA Sign Off (Agree with Changes) 
March 02 
Regulation 454GCR? The Intent is: 
To clarify policy with current practice regarding insurance and to defer insurance for 25 
hour employees to 2004/2005 negotiations. 
(Page l- under Eligibility - paragraph 1T 5, and 7) 
(Page 2- under Coverage- paragraph 1) 
(Page 2- under Life Insurance Amounts afld Options-paragraph 1 and 2) 
(Page 3- paragraph \) 
PERSONAL SERVICES Regulation 4540 CR 
Compensation 
Group Insurance Coverage 
Medical, Dental and Vision Insurance 
Certificated employees who work thirty (30) hours or more per week arc eligible to receive 
District paid employee * and cm fourth (l/ty-fiamfy* coverage for mescal, health, dental 
and vision insurance. Life insurance is provided for tull time employees only. 
An employee who resigns or retires before completing his/her contract or term of position 
snail forfeit Board paid insurance on the fir^t of the month after the effective date of 
resignation or retirement. 
The employee and/or family member^), however, ma# continue health insurance coverage 
at the regular District rate +2% at their own cost under the provisions of the Consolidated 
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act Employees who retire through the Missouri Teacher 
Retirement System may continue health insurance coverage at the regular employee and 
family rate. 
A certificated person contracted to replace a certificated person shall be eligible for Board 
paid insurance beginning on the first of the month occurring after the first contracted day of 
the replacement employee-
Certificated employees requesting a leave of absence except where Board policy mates an 
exception may expect to forfeit insurance coverage on the first of the next month following 
the begirniiog of the leave- Those certificated employees on an approved leave of absence 
may purchase health, dental, vision, and li& insurance through the group policies. Such 
requests for continued tsedicai health insurance coverage must be received in the 
Superintendent's office at least forty-five (45) days before the beginning of the leave of * 
absence to be covered. 
August 2002 ^Suspended Item 10/19/00 
Teachers on educational leave will receive the District contribution toward insurance 
benefits while on leave. Should the teacher not return immediately from the leave, he/she 
will repay the District the cost for the insurance premiums. 
A substitute contracted for more than sixty (60) consecutive Ml days in the same position 
shall receive macioal health coverage and such coverage shajl end when the replaced 
employee's Board paid coverage is reinstated or when the substitute's term of service is 
completed. 
Regulation 4540 CR 
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Coverage 
Annual amount: The District shall provide $6036.00 as at feast the full annual amount that 
the employee may-use topurchase single employee premiums for the low option me&ca^ 
health, dental, and^er vision insurance coverage. Any tmuflod portion of the fimd will 
remain m rtw bunt*'!'' friHjH"i The employee may use the amount to purchase any 
combination ofmwlim] health, dental, and vision insurantfe for self, spouse, and/or 
children. Any additional insurance premiums beyond the district contribution is the 
responsibility of the employee and shall be payroll deducted. 
additioi 
Life Insurance Amounts and Options 
The life insurance fringe benefit shall be provided to eligibly employees under the same 
policies used for the administration of medical health insurance* No family coverage 
will be provided. 
Each full time teacher shall be provided with group life insurance protection in the 
amount approved by the Board In case of accidental death, it shall pay triple for the 
specified amount The program shall provide for optional life insurance in amounts 
approved by the Board, which shall be available at the District's rates at the employee's 
expense through payroll deduction. In the event that participation fells below that 
required by the insurance company, employee eligibility may be based on evidence of 
medical insurability. The cost of all optional life insurance shall be borne by the teacher. 
Section 125 Plan 
The District will provide a Section 125 Plan for the voluntary reduction of income. 
Other Coverage 
August 2002 'Suspended Item 10/J9/00 
The Board will provide an Employee Assistance program, liability insurance, worker's 
compensation and state unemployment coverage for aD" certificated staff members. 
Insurance Review 
The insurance program will be reviewed annually by a committee consisting of 
representatives of the Board and the Association. 
Regulation 4540 CR 
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Any recommendations for changes in the insurance program, as recommended by the 
insurance committee, will be given to the Professional Negotiations Team for consultation 
and enhanced communication. After the io&uiancfc committee recommendations are 
finalised by the Board, building insurance informariuii meetings will be held. The 
administration and the Association would will only address increases in the total individual 
member cost in the District benefit package during negotiations, 
Insurance Information 
A packet containing pertinent information and required procedures regarding health and 
major medical programs, life insurance, dental insurance, vision insurance, Section 125 
Plan, Worker's Corapeosfttion, Liability insurance, EAP Program, annuity availability, stale 
unemployment, and retirement procedues shall be issued to each teacher. 
Admjn/BOE sign offfAgree with Changes) FHEA sign off (Agree withChanges) 
August 2002 ^Suspended Item 10/19/00 
Regulation 4590CK: The Intent is to; 
Move the application deadline to give staff adequate time to consider retirement and to reduce 
the penalty for those who have less than 15 continuous years and to ensure the legality of the 
process. 
(Page 1 - under Eligibility^!-a) 
(Page 3 - under Notice t^/ntotf'paragraph 1) 
(Page 4 - under Insurance Premium Deduction) 
PERSONNEL SERVICES Regulation 4590 CR 
Compensation and Related Benefits 
Eligibility Criteria 
1, To participate in the Early Separation Incentive Plan, the employee must: 
a) Have at least fifteen (15) years of.contiflaous credfrble service with the last five 
(5)years betagcontinnoiHUltheFnincisHowelliR-III School District as of June 
30 of the final contract year; and 
b) BeeHgibkfbrXMJnnBireuremestundermePSRS (under either the full 
benefit formula, early retirement formula, or n"ie modified benefit formula) as 
follows. 
Full Benefit Formula: Employees wbo retire under the PSRS foil benefit formula 
may participate in the Plan, regardless of whether they have previously passed the 
first year of eligibility. Employees who retire under the PSRS foil benefit formula 
must: 
1. Have completed fifteen (15) years of creditable service under the PSRS (five 
as required by tbe PSRS, plus the additional (10) ten years required to 
comply with requirement (a) above), and be at least sixty (60) years of age; 
or 
2. Have at least thirty (30) years of creditable service under the PSRS 
or 
3. Have any combination of age and creditable service mat equals or exceeds 
eighty (80) pursuant to the Rule of 80, as promulgated by the PSRS, 
[f J The eligibility requirements incorporated in this policy are identical a> specific eligibility criteria 
established by [he Public School Retirement System (PSRS) 3s of the dtfe this policy is adopted In the 
event the PSRS criteria to which Ibis policy conforms are hereafter amended, modified, or repealed by the 
PSRS and/or The General Assembly, this policy shall no longer ba m force or effect, and shall (without any 
action by the Board of Education may eleci to adopt such amendmeri, raodifjeacon or icpeal occuts untiJ 
March 02 
such time as the BoHrd of Education may el^ to adopt sudi amendmoits or modifications as iaay 
crarfMm ID those enacted by the PSRS. NotwitbstM^ganyotDerprovisiimof 
Education further reserves the right to around, modify, or repeal && polfc^  at any time, as may in the 
Board's sole discretion be downed appropriate. 
Regulation 4590 CR 
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Early Retirement Foflftulg Employees who retire under the PSRS full benefit 
formula may participate in the Plan, regardless of whether they have previously 
passed the first year of eligibility. Employees who retire under the PSRS benefit 
fcrrnulamust: 
1) Have at least fifteen (15) years of creditable service under the PSRS (five 
as required by the PSRS, plus the additional (10) ten years required to 
comply with requirement (a) above), and be at least fifty-five (55) years of 
age, or 
2) Have at least twenty-five (25) but less than thirty (30) years of creditable 
service under the PSRS, at any age, 
Modified Benefit Formula: Employees wrjQretirein«ier the PSRS m r x ^ 
formula may participate in the Plan, regardless of whether they have previously 
passed the first yearof eligibility. Employees who wish to participate under the 
PSRS modified benefit formula must: 
1) Have at least twenty-five (25) years of creditable service and be under age fifty-
five (55), but age plus creditable service does not equal or exceed eighty (80). 
2. Period of Eligibility 
a) Any employee who has already passed *he first year of eligibility to participale in the 
Plan as defined by this policy, may elect to participate in the Plan in accordance with 
the amounts and procedures set forth in this policy. 
b) It is the sole responsibility of the eligible certified employee to notify the school district 
that the employee is eligible to and wishes to participate in the Early Separation ^lan, 
3. District Service 
a) A leave of absence approved by the Board of Education shall not be 
considered to be an interruption of continuous service. 
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b) For purposes of this policy, continuous service shall be defined as all full-
time contracted teacher and/or administrative- service. 
c) The continuous service required under this policy must be completed in the 
(15) fifteen years Immediately preceding June 30 of the Final Contract year, as 
defined below. 
Regulation 4590 CH 
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Notice of Intent 
In order to participate in the Early Separation Incentive Plan, feen^loyM must Rewritten 
notification with the Human Resources OfBoe personnel office no later than October IS January 
15th of the final year of teaching- The notice of intent shall contain a provision that the employee 
and school district mutually agree that the employes elects early separation by resignation from 
employment as a teacher/administrator in the Francis iJowell School District upon completion of 
the 'final contract" The forms may be obtained from the persormejl office. 
Amount of Compensation 
1. Harry Separation Incentive Payment - The employee shall receive &0% of Base Salary 
of Finai Contract 
2. Base Salary Base Salary: Forpurposesofthispolicy"basesalary"shallbe 
defined as the total annual compensation, of ,lhe empioyep excluding 
compensation attributable to fringe benefits, extra duty jiayt extended contract 
pay or reimbursement of expenses. 
3. Base Salary for Year-Round Teachers: Th& early separation incentive plan for 
year-round teachers (an elementary teacher who serves 211,5 contracted days) 
may be based on their salary instead of the salary schedule in the following 
manner. 
a) The teacher must have completed six of the last ten years as a year-round teacher. 
b) The benefit may then be computed as follows: 
1) The teacher will be able to elect the separation incentive based upon either 
80% of the teacher's base salary for the final contract year or 80% of the 
average ofthe teacher Invest three consecutive years of year-round' 
service. 
2) Year-round service will be computed based upon 25 days of vacation, 
regardless of whether the vacation days were actually taken. 
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Payment of Early Separation Benefit 
The employee may select a 5 -10 year period over which the Eariy Separation Incentive will be 
paid. Installments will be paid twice each month beginning in July immediately following the 
employee's separation from the District. Each payment is subject to all deductions required by 
law, but is not eligible for contributions to the Missouri Public School Retirement System. 
Regulation 4590 CR 
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Final Contract 
Final contract shall mean the contract for the last full year of employment in the Francis Howell 
R-HI School District. 
Failure to Complete the FinaJ Contract 
Failure to complete the final contract for reasons other than approved sick leave of the employee 
will result in the loss of Early Separation Incentive Benefits. 
Survivorship Payment 
1. The employee shall designate a beneficiary on the application at the time of filing a 
declaration to participate in the Early Separation Incentive Plan. 
2. In the event of the employee's death after separation from the District, but prior to 
completion of all payments provided under this policy, the designated beneficiary shall 
receive payments at the intervals prescribed under this policy. 
3. Any change tome designation of beneficiary must be submitted to the office of the Board 
of Education in writing. 
Insa ranee Premium Deduction 
The employee retiree will be able to have &eif his/her health, vision, and dental premiums for 
the district's insurance program deducted pre-tax from their aady separation payments through 
fee cafeteria-plan as per applicable slate and federal law. his/her substitute teaching wages. 
Separation Agreement 
In return for the financial incentive provided under this policy, the employee shall enter into a 
Separation Agreement with the District, releasing the district and its directors, officers, agents, 
and employees from any and ail claims or other causes of action the employee may have against 
them. Hie Separation Agreement shall be submitted to the office of Human Resources no later 
than October 15 of the final year of leaching, 
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Withdrawal of Notice 
Once submitted, an employee will be penmtted to withdraw his/her notice of intent to elect early 
separation only upon written notice to the School District within a period of seven days, such 
period to commence on the day the Employee executes the agreement or in emergency situations 
with Board approval 
FHEA ifcpoff {Agree with Changes) with Changes) 
March 02 
Regnlation 471 OCR: 
Clarify the resignation process to reflect legal practice. 
(Page I - under Resignation - paragraph 6) 
PERSONNEL SERVTCES RegiOfl&m 4710 CR 
Separation 
Resignation 
Circumstances may warrant the Board to terminate a certificated employee's contract upon 
the teacher's request as specified below: 
1. The employee's request to ternunate lus/her ccmttact is made for reasons of health, 
provided the employee's physician certifies that continued employment will have 
detrimental effects on the health of the employee. 
2. The employee's request to terminate his/her contract is due to change in 
employment of the employee's spouse requiring the transfer of residence from the 
St Louis area. 
3. Other reasons, as may be approved by the Board, provided the employee agrees to 
remain in his/her current position until a satisfactory replacement will have been 
found. In all instances, a resigning employee shall give no less than two (2) weeks 
notice, 
4. In most cases, except as noted above, no probationary or permanent teacher shall be 
released from his/her contract with the District after June 1. 
Resignations must be submitted in writing to the Superintendent and will be answered in 
writing* A teacher shaH-bavs forty eight (48) hours from submission to the Superintendent 
to withdraw his/har resignation- All resignations are final upon acceptance by the Board 
of Education. 
Contracted employees who are considering resignation before or during a school term shall 
be referred to die Superintendent for his/her counseling regarding the possible consequences 
of breaching a contract with the Board. 
In order to be reemployed for the succeeding school year, probationary teachers are required 
to return signed contracts by June 1. Tenure teachers are under continuing contract Tenure 
teachers are required to notify the District of their resignation on or before June 1. , 
However, the Board will consider indj-vidua! resignations. Teachers who fail to return their 
contracts in the specified time and who wish to return for the succeeding year may be 
rehired at no loss of seniority or tenure. {Also refer to Policy 4140 CR - Reemployment of 
Probationary Teachers.) 
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Admio/BOE aign off (Agree with Changed FHEA Si^n Off (Agree with Ch jngea j 
S J 2 ^ <§i£Q tfifa c^r^ i<^ ^3a/<3 
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Regulation 4832CR: latent is 
To clarity policy to reflect current practice and to allow the association access to new 
teachers without disruption to the professional development activities for new teacher 
orientation. 
(Page 1) - under Recognition - Hi 
(Page 2) - #13 
(Page3)-#newI3&!4 
(Page 3) - under Release Time - #2 
(Page 4) - Omit all under Committees, Procedures, and Guidelines 
(Page 5)-Omit #5 & #6 
(Page 5) - under Implementation and Duration ofPolicy-p&rafpapti 2 
(Page 5} - under Publication of the Policies 
PERSONNEL SERVICES Regulation 483:2 CR 
StaffWeifare 
Teacher/School Boartf Communications Agreement 
Recognition 
1. Thn Board will irrrinnritn fire Fmrirfmi nf flit .^rrnriatrnn nr hTs/hfT-T f^lrrePiTtatiYft a °rnt 
at ail- Board megtings apd he/she The President flf the Association will be notified of 
all official Board meetings and sent materials {3 packets) at the same time as me 
The Aaflocifltion may briag before the B oard-any- items unresolved-after discussions with 
the adrmniqtefeaV I-o-gisurs propar review by the Boards raquasts to place such items 
on the agmda must be recerYflrJ by thw Superintendent no-later than the Friday before the 
Board meetingi- Association items shall be placed fat ontheageBdaanlens prior 
apppf ntmftTTfc have been made, 
2. The Association recognizes the Board as the representatives of the public for the 
purposes of providing for the education of children and youth in the District consistent 
with sodetal needs and tile prudent expenditures of public fimds, and far the assessment 
of the outcomes of the District's system of public education. 
3. The Board and the Association recognize that the prime determinant of policy 
development and implementation is the quality of the educational program and the 
welfare of the children and youth. 
4. It is recognized that professional personnel have the right to join or to refrain from 
joining any professional organization (for their professional or economic improvement 
and for the advancement of public education). 
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5, If any portion of this agreement shall be adjudged tojbe void, as in violation of the 
provisions of any laws of the State of Missouri, said |void portion shail not affect the 
validity of the remaining portions thereof. The parties agree to meet and discuss any 
item which would be found in contradiction to such law within ten (10) days of such 
judgment and attempt to reach agreement on successor language, 
6. As a matter of policy, the Board will participate in;good faith discussion with the duly 
designated represerttativesoftheAssociationbyand :hrough its representative team. 
The Board recognizes that it is in principle the respo* ability of the Association and 
Board representatives to meet at reasonable tiroes am discuss in good faith subjects with 
respect to salaries, fringe benefits, conditions of empi oyment grievance procedures and 
other matters of mutual concern; thai there shall be ct merred upon respective 
representatives the reasonable authority to make prop :>sals, consider proposals and 
counterproposals and to reach recommendations. 
| Regulation 4832 CR 
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Tentative recommendations shall be set down in writing and submitted to the Board and 
the Association for ratification, ' 
I 
7. Upon written request, the Board will furnish the Association ail available financial 
information, estimates and other public hrformatiotiptrtmenttothe Association'spohcy 
proposals. The Board wjli also furnish the Associatioi i with such information as is 
reasonably necessary for grievance processing. 
S. Duly authorized Association representatives shall he p emitted to attend an Association 
conference or convention without IQSS of pay, except tpat such representatives shall not 
suffer loss of pay (for attending Association conferences and conventions on a Saturday 
nor) mr attending the regular Association summer leaoWsJup conference. The number 
of authorized representatives shall not exceed one for ^very fifty (50) Association 
members. 
i 
i 
9. Upon approval of the Association's written request, tbt Superhtendent/designee will 
permit the Association to use District buildings at all reasonable times provided that use 
of the District's buildings shall be iimited to its empJojfees and authorized 
representatives of the Association except as mutually agreed. And, provided further, 
that the Association shall reimburse the District for all Reasonable costs incident to such 
use. 
10. Authorized representatives of the Association will be permitted to transact official 
Association business on District property at reasonable times providing that such 
business shall not interfere or interrupt school operations, teacher planning time, and 
assigned supervision. Such authorized representatives shall be required to obtain the 
authorization of the Principal before commencing Association business. Association 
March 02 U 
president, building representatives and grievance representatives shall not be precluded 
from conducting Association business during their preparation time, 
11. The Assoriationwul be enthled to use buUetin boards m 
Association notices and information. 
12. The Association will have me right to use mterschool mail facilities and mailboxes, 
Daily bulletins and the building public address system may be used to announce 
meetings, subject to the approval of the Principal/designee, Factual items of a non-
controversial nature will be approved. 
at 3:30 pm or 
*refi#&v4ded 
the Association provides a substrafi&aec^ayflte-fee-PsHc^a^ 
Regulation 4832 CR 
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•1-4=13. The District will conduct District orientation meetings for teachers new to the District 
Duties and responsibilities of employees will be explained. The Association will ba 
allotted twenty ffO>minutes of mo orientation pfOgaaL The Association will be 
allowed to host an informational table during orientation. Other educational 
groups wanting to host tables must seek approval from the Superintendent 
4-5,14. The Association president shall be released from his/her teaching duties on a full-time 
basis for one (1) year at no loss of pay. The FHEA Association will reimburse the 
District Board for the actual cost a£the Presidents-salary and fringe benefits for the 
amount equal to the average teacher salary of the previous year, pins extended 
contract days. Any extended contracted days will be determined by the 
Association. 
44.15. The Association can obtain up to ISOdaysofreleasethne. Association members 
who hold state or national positions requiring more than fen (10) days release time 
will notify the District of their schedule at the beginning of the school year or as soon 
as the member becomes aware of specific dates. Amendments to that schedule shaE 
he roadc as soon as possible through the Superintendent's office. The Association 
will reimburse the Board for the cost of the substitute(s) hired including fringe 
benefits. 
47.16, The FHEA 2nd Vice President and the District business manager will meet monthly to 
review the budget. Receipts and expenditures will be monitored and a monthly report 
on the District's finances will be presented to the Association. 
March 02 [,: 
Release Time - Association President 
3, 
4. 
The Association president will be considered an employee of the District-
The Association will reimburse the District for the 
teacher salary of the previous year frios extended 
extended contract days will be determined by 
will also reimburse the District for benefit costs, 
share of insurance costs, Medicare FTCAi and the 
The president will be paid his/her salary per the 
office, 
equal to the average 
attract days. The number of 
Association. The Association 
pen will include the District's 
:t's share of retirement costs. 
schedule during the term of 
The Association president will remain .a member of tiie District 
and will continue asaJEstricteraployee.with the Pu ?lic 
The District will continue to pay its share of the emt loy 
costs, which will be reimbursed by the Association 
Ts benefits program 
School Retirement System. 
ee's insurance and retirement 
Upon completion of his/her term of office, the Asso* iation president will return to the 
same position and building for which he/she was contracted immediately before 
assuming the president's post 
Regulation 4832 CR 
Page4 
The Association president will advance og the District's salary schedule during 
his/her term of office. ! 
r i 
"Hie Association president may serve in an extra duty position when the president's 
responsibilities do not interfete with the daily responsibilities of the extra duty 
person. ' " ' 
<bcr I of each y fdr^orits 
ssoeiation to determine• if coiaraittees are-Faquired. 
garding a committee will be written, inch 
fonctionr33w committee's writH 
the Ascocintinn thirty (3Q) days prior to tbe beginning 
Procedures 
4r. Professional communicQtion is a continuing ^  
employees and representatives of their employers 
good-faith for the purpose of-reaching a mutually 
toard agd reprosaptative of 
•Dtiaiiops, 
resefflatives-ef 
offers and counter offets-k 
ble agreement. 
March 02 i'. .• 
2, In the function of n tritm. Ttrm mffmbpr rrtfrr AT ? i*-"^ ntti«r ™ ^ i 
wifaha consent of the leader. 
^ Qnly^eaai members may attend professional communications meetings. Additional 
persona may attend meetings bymunial consent, 
4— All available financial figures, estimates and other information pertinent to the 
proposals-will be mutually fihagedr 
fTiiiflf*Trrti"? 
4, MeetjngswiUbehddaBfiequem^-asaecessary with the day and time to be agpwwri 
Si The ktont of each meeting will be to dfoouss the proposed items from each team-. 
£ Eack proposal will be dealt with until j ^kn ina ry agreement is reached^ -or untii-by 
mutual consent of both taams-a stalemate is da&lared. 
A-.— After agreement is reached on any one proposal, that agreement wili bo written and 
signed by the leaders. 
Regulation 4832 CR 
Page5 
5. After completion of alt proposed itemfirall those that hadnot-been agreed upon wili 
bff rff^ nnnTiinfrd in pond frtitti until mutual nnmmit (nrTnrrnfint nr diEngroomcnt) in 
&— After all agreements have been signed by the leaders of each team, thes* proposals 
will be submitted-a&ftjMicfcafie-totheteachflrs-and to the Board for finaJ-approvak 
Talks in Good Faith 
The parties pledge themselves to deal in good faith with such matters as have been 
enumerated in this agreement. 
Implementation and Duration of Policy 
Policies of the Board will not be implemented or administered in a manner which deprives 
any teacher of the benefits contained in Board policy. Board policy will not be changed 
without prior notice to the Association. 
March 02 U 
ccmtaiiedi The Board and the Association agree thai all policies ontained n Policies and Regulations 
4000 - Personnel Services will be in effect-forthe T999-3M 4-BCfaoeJ-yeaEE-of until the Board 
or the Association determines at any time that a change in tl e terms of employment is 
necessary, IftheBoarddetemune^thattheproposed policy change requires further 
consideration, representatives of the Board aod the Assooat bn will meet to discuss the 
possible change. Following these discussions and exploratii >n of alternatives, they will 
submit a recommendation to the Board an4.it will act as it d :ems proper, 
Publication of the Policies 
Copies of the agreements between the Board and the Association once incorporated into 
Board policies shdl be printed at the expense of the Boarf within sixty (60) days of the 
Board's action and shall be presented to all teachers now employed, hereafter employed, or 
considered for employment by the Board Further, the Boar*; shall famish ferty (40) three 
(3) copies of these policies to the Association for its use. 
in/BOE sign off (Agree with, changes) FHEA sign < ff (Agree with changes) 
$$^£Qyfrfe 
March 02 
Regulation 4850 CR: 
The intent is to streamline the informal grievance procedure. 
(Page 1) InformalProcedure -paragraph I) 
PERSONNEL SERVICES Reeniagen 4850 CR 
StaffWelfare 
Grievance Procedure 
Informal Procedure 
A teacherfs) who believes thai a Board policy ox policy procedure, an administrative 
regulation OF procedure, or an existing condition under which the teacher works has been 
violated, misapplied, or misinterpreted, must meet with the appropriate supervisor or 
adminisfrator within fifteen (15) ten (10) working days of the employee's formal knowledge 
of the alleged event or action. Thepurposeofmemformslconiraenre^ 
provide clarification of the issue and where possible resolve the dispute, 
The teacher(s) may request any information, which shall include the building personnel file, 
concerning the grievance. Such information is to be delivered within three (3) days. 
If the dispute is not resolved at the end of five (5) days of the kfonnai conference, the 
teacher(s) may initiate the formal procedure by completing the Association's grievance 
fbnn. 
Formal Procedure 
Step One 
A completed Association grievance form must be submitted to the appropriate supervisor or 
administrator within ten (10) days of the end of the Informal Procedure. Within tea (10) 
days of receipt of the grievance, the supervisor or adntinistraror vrtU meet in conferei^e with 
the teacherfs) and provide a written response to the grievance. 
StepXwo 
If the teachers) is not satisfied with the decision at Step One, the written grievance must be 
submitted to the Superintendent within ten (10) days of receipt of the Slep One decision, 
Within ten (10) days of receipt of the grievance, the Superintendent/designee will meet in 
conference with the teachers) and provide a written response to the grievance. 
r 
StepTnree 
Francis Howell 
Jul 00 
If the teachers) is not satisfied wfth the decision at Step Two, the written grievance must be 
subrmtted to the Superintended w i t o of the Step Two decision for 
the Board's consideration. At the next regular Board meeting he Board will formally hear 
the grievance. Within five (5) days of the formal hearing by tf e Board, the teachers) will 
be infonned of its decision in writing. The decision of tfce Bo ird is final and binding on a 
parties. 
Miscellaneous Provisions 
1. The tcacher(s) will be informed of any scheduled me eting at least three days in 
advance, but may waive such time consideration to c cpedite the process. 
2. Failure of a teacher(s) to comply with-u^lmieliiiesirovidedinthispohcy will 
result in the grievance's final rejection. 
'-"•' 
3. Failure of the administrator to comply with the timcililies provided in this policy 
4. 
5, 
6. 
7. 
& 
9-
Page 2 
will result in the grievance being advanced to the nest step. 
Time lines in this policy may be extended by nmtual agreement of the parties, 
The Association may request such information it coEisi iers necessary for 
processing the grievance. 
The teacher(s) may be represented at all steps of this p. ocedure by 
representative^) of his/her choosing. 
Should the teacher(s) or the teacher's representative's) be required by the 
administrator's scheduling to be absent from assigned i tr regular duties for any 
conference in this procedure, he/she will be released w thout loss of pay or 
benefits. 
New information discovered by either party at any step in the procedure will be 
shared with the other party prior to the next step. How werT the nandiscovermg 
party has the option to proceed into the next step or return to the previous step to 
consider the new information. 
If, in the judgment of the Association, a group or class pf employees are 
aggrieved, it may submit such grievance to commence &I Step Two. 
in/BOE aign off {Agree with cha FHEA sign off (Agree with changes) 
Francis Howell 
Jul 00 
g , , . 
kc 
PERSONNEL SERVICES Policy 4893 CR 
StaffWdfare 
Vending Machine Sales 
Vending machines operated in me building will be managed by the building principal 
under the guidelines established by the Chief Financial Officer. Vending machines may 
be installed in the teacher teaaga work rooms in accordance witii existing vendor contracts. 
EtohbuildiDgBtaffwiHaccn^^ The principal and Chief 
Financial Officer has ve die authority to determine profit expenditures for vending 
machines installed in the teachers9 lounge work rooms in hisiher building in 
consultation with the building staff 
OE signoff {Agree with changes) FHEA sign off (Agree wh& changes) , 
TM^p^^^-
Francis Howett ^ 
Jul 00 
Policy 4896CH; 
Policy refers to normal operation and should not be raisedtc a policy level. 
-ggfay4gff6-CR 
Esign j_ff{Agree wjtft Changes) FHEA aign^fl {Agree with Changes) , . 
Francis Howell 
Jul 00 
Policy 4S97CR: 
Omit policies to reflect current practice 
PERSONNEL SERVICES Palfcy4Sg7CR 
Staff-Welfare 
Starting and dismifisaltHnss-at-tke -eknientary schools-wilt be reviewed annually^&e 
Board and Association's- rapresantativw vriio shall attempt to mako a recommendation to the 
i 
dmjn/BOE aign off (Agree with Changes) FgEA Sign Off(Agree with Changes) 
Francis How*|| 
JuiQQ 
Policy 4910 CR 
Policy 491 OCR: The Intent is: 
To clarify policy as required by law. 
(Page 1 - paragraph under Ruderu Referrals) 
PERSONNEL SERVICES 
Teacher/Student Interaction 
Discipline 
Corporal Punishment of Students 
Corporai punishment of students is prohibited. It is understood d te teacher will use 
reasonable methods to protect both students and spit 
Discipline Review- A faculty committee comprised of building t dministrator(s) and 
representatives selected by the teachers at sack building may revi iw and make 
recommendations for modifications of discipline procedures. 
Student Referrals 
guidance counselor, Thirty (30) days maximum after a teacher has referred a student tc 
administrator, or special personnel for disciplinary matters, the 1 itter shall advise die 
classroom teacher relative to the disposition of the referral and snail, if appropriate, suggest 
courses of action for the teacher-
Rules for Student Behavior - Interschool Events 
Students who participate in interschool activities including festival i, athletic events and 
contests are highly trained and therefore representative of the Diptr cfs philosophy, 
educational programs, arid educational results. Participating teach* rs have the responsibility 
and the attendant authority to require the utmost in respect, conduc and appearance during, 
before and after school events. The teacher in charge shall mak^Eq propriate rules of student 
behavior and appearance with the advice and consent of the Prinze aJ. 
All school and District rules and regulations apply to all students w. to attend or participate in 
home or away after school activities. 
Imin/BQE sfet) o 
Francis HoweH 
Jul 00 
The Intent of Issues 
Requiring: No PoUpy Changes 
Regulation 4140CR: 
Probationary teachers-
The intent was to discuss the process by which probationary teachers are notified of 
deficiencies and the opportunities given to them to remove those deficiencies. It was the 
interest to provide professional guidance to teachers in need of skill development during 
their probationary time. Issues were resolved through discussions. 
Regulation 4170CR: 
Hie intent is to improve communication from the calendar committee to the buildings 
and the buildings to the calendar committee. 
* Committee process of seeking staff input in formulating the school calendar. 
This will be referred to the District Professional Development Committee (DPDC) 
Regulation 4320GE & CRi 
Deferred this until completion of the lawsuit 
Regulation 441 OCR: Intent 
1) Activities for special teachers: 
Intent is to recognize like subject teachers need time for collaborative professional 
development. 
2) Professional development for Step teachers. 
Intent is to provide meaningful professional development for teachers at salary 
schedule step 1,1, and 3 and to ensure effective communication regarding contracted 
days for professional departmenL The curriculum and instruction department will set the 
calendar in advance with no make up days allowed; 
All issues were resolved through discussions, 
The District elementary PDCwillbe on July 21 @ FHC and the secondary PDC will be 
on August 12 at FHC. 
This issue involved decisions for Step 1, 2 and 3 PDC activities. 
Regulation 4411CR: 
This issue was sent to the District Professional Development Cornmittee tor their in put 
and to verify any revisions needed to match procedures. 
Regulation 4570CR: 
To defer until 2004,2005 
Regulation 4610: 
To increase the awareness and improve the application of the process and clarify the 
policy to reflect practice. 
no 'secret1 building personnel 
Regulation 4860CR: 
To increase awareness that there is to be only one Sstnat i ud one building personneJ file, 
This Issue was resolved through discussion. There will be 
files on anyone. Cerynda will address this issue. 
If a teacher transfers, the builtiing file goes to the next builjUng with them, 
Regulation 4892CR: 
Defer this item to 2004/2005 negotiations. 
$100.00 reimbursements to teachers. 
Regulation 4894CR: 
To clarify scrub, schedules and avoid injuries while in the guiding. 
Other: 
Recess Procedures: 
1 teacher for every 2 classes for lunch recess. Lunch 
Afternoon recess is unscheduled and optional. If the teacher 
choice and their coverage. 
Cathy will clarity recess procedures with the principals; 
is the only scheduled recess. 
schedules one, it is their 

tovi^\ 
FRANCIS HOWELL EDUCATION AS! IOCIATION 
Summary of 2002-2003 Negotiai Ions 
I & U/nt/<_#v? 
y. k j o v 
Included in this packet is a summary of policies and issues discussed nd agreed upon or resolved in the 02-
03 FHEA negotiations. The negotiations package still needs to ratifie I by the membership and approved by 
Board of Education. FHEA win hold an informational meeting to: ddress any questions on Monday 
May 12th, at 4:30 put, FHM& Ratification vote wilt be taken in th; buildings on Tuesday May 13*. 
The negotiations package wiQ be presented to the Board on May1 5,1003. 
FHEA has agreed with Dr- O'DormelFa recommendation of earned sti ps and earned lane changes. The 
Board of Education voted on the 2003-2004 salary schedule at thetriMay 1,2003 board meeting. 
ft is the recommendation of your FHEA Negotiations Committee to ratify the package. 
In the interest of saving paper we have not included all the policy hem* as some were only changed to reflect 
crarent practice. Below is a auminary of most pertinetrt policy ro For a complete package of 
policies see your building rep. Note: Throughout this document print: n italics is new policy language. 
Regulation 4120-agreed to by both sides 
This was brought to the table tor discussion by FHEA. 
The intent of policy it to make district mandated chest x-rays, tess of a 
addresses the folks who have 4*ralse positives'* from the tuberculosis 
requires a tuberculosis test and the employee test positive requiring a 
the portion not covered by health insurance" 
hardship for employees. This policy 
te rt. The new language: If the district 
*hest x-ray, the district will reimburse 
ic posted ahead of time so that 
Regulation 4130 CR-*greed to and/or resolved by both sides. 
FHEA brought the issues of Records Day for Elementary, scrub schedi^es in elementary and working on 
non-contract days to the table, 
Records Day: A .5 Records Day at elementary has been added to ma% it be more equitable with secondary. 
May 2Ba for 2003-2004. 
Scrub Sehednles: Scrub schedules at Elementary and Secondary will 
teachers are aware of the tiroes they will have access to their rooms. S srub schedules will be finished 3 days 
prior to school beginning. 
Working on Contract Pays: The intent of the discussion was to inert ase awareness of the hardship of 
&cultyattendaDceonnorM:ontractdflys, This was brought to the table as last year many teachers were told 
it was mandatory for them to attend workshops during non-contract tjn e. If a workshop is held for a CSIP 
requirement, staff missing the workshop will be expected to den^ns*raecoii^>etency using strategies bemg 
implemented by the district and building. The teacher must be able u> c ernonstr^ 
workshop. 
Teachers off steps I , 2, and 3: New policy language added: Teacher* on steps 1, 2r and 3 of the salary 
schedule will be contracted fro 193,191, and 189 days, respectively. Its District willprovide professional 
development activities for teachers on these additional contracted days This means the extra days will be 
treated as any other contracted days. 
Preschool Teachers: New policy language was added to address actua practice. Twelve-month preschool 
teachers are contracted for 244 days including three (3) paid holidays. Twelve-month preschool teachers 
may select ten (10) non-contract days to be absent without pay. Requess for non-contractdays should be 
made to the Site Administrator at least two days in advance and will be 
available. 
Regulation 421 OCR-bo th sides agreed to change in policy 
approved if a qualified substitute is 
1 
We have included the entire policy (see attached) 
The intent: 
To clarify that all teachers are to be treated with professional respect during the staffing and transfer process-
To facilitate staffing and increase the efficiency and clarity the sequence of the internal staffing process. 
3 choices - the intent of the language is that the principal witt place a teacher more of h i s / b ^ f ^ 
choices or explain why he/she did not. 
We feel that the rewritten policy addresses our concerns of positions being filled before staff were even 
aware of them, and gives everyone a chance at positions. 
Regulation 4220CR-both sides resolved throng* discussion 
FHEA brought the issue of the demands of before and after school meetings, duty free lunch, and pfan time, 
Both sides resolved the issue through discussion and agreed to me intent as follows: 
t) Meetings will be scheduled as needed to meet professional and k g d requirements and will respect 
the staffs professional time. 
2) Duty Free hmchaod Plan time 
The administration will continue to problem solve to ensure thai all professional staffhave duty free 
lunch 
3} Plan Time 
To ensure that all professional staff receives plan tune as required in policy. 
Regulation 45G5CR:-both sides agreed to change in policy as follows: 
FHEA brought the issue of extending the deadline for transcripts to be issued and moving Secondary's first 
pay date up 
New Policy Language: Official transcripts of graduate work must be submitted to the personnel office by 
October 15th to be credited to the current year's salary. 
Middle School and High School teachers starting al the beginning of the school year will receive their first 
pay on or before August 70* 
BOE/Admin brought this issue 
3. Elementary teachers who transfer to a secondary teaching position will be paid for twenty six (26) 
consecutive pay period during the first transition year they are on the secondary level During the transition 
year, the teacher will receive two pays per month except inJunewhen four (4) checks will be issued Their 
fist check will be July 10 and their last check will be on June 25. During the second year on the secondary 
level, they will be paid as all secondary teachers as described above 
Regulation 4540-both sides agreed to change m pulley ai follows: 
The intern is to clarity policy with current practice regaiumgmsurance and to defo 
employees to 2003-2004 negotiations 
New language: The District shall provide at least the full annual single employee premiums for the low 
option health coverage. The employee may use the amount to purchase any combination of health, dental, 
and vision insurance for self, spouse, and/or children. Any additionalinsurance premiums beyond the 
district contributions is the responsibility of the employee and shall be payroll deducted 
Regulation 4590CR-lrath sides agreed to change in policy as follows: 
FHEA brought the issue of eligibility criteria for Early Separation Agreement, extending the deadline for 
notifying the district that you plan to retire, 
The Administration/BQE brought up the issue of insurance premium deduction 
The intent of the agreed upon policy agreement: Move the applkation deadline to give staff adequate time to 
consider retirement and to reduce the penalty for foose who have less than 15 continuous years a i^ 
the legality of the process. 
New Language: 
f 
To participate in the Early Separation Incentive Plan, the employee ;m jst; 
a) Have at least fifteen (15) yeas of creditable service witklth ? last five (5) years being continuous in 
the Francis Howell R-IH School District as of June 30 at tl ic final contract year. 
in order to participate in the Early Separation Incentive Plan, the enrol ?yee must rite written notification with 
personnel office not later thgn January 15** of the final year of teacoin j . 
The retiree will be able to have his/her hentlh, vision, and dental premiums for the district's insurance 
program deducted pre-tax from his/her substitute leaching wages. ' 
Regulation 4850 CR-agreed to by both rides 
The intent is to streamline the inibrmal grievance procedure. 
Only change: fiora fifteen (15) days to ten (10) working days 
This is the amount of time teacher(s} have to meet with t ie approprik 
a Board Policy or policy procedure has been violated, misapplied, or T 
supervisor when he/she believes that 
Misinterpreted. 
Iding principal under the guidelines 
Regulation 4893 CR-agreed to by both aides 
The intent is to clarify policy to actual practice 
Vending machines operatedin the building will be managedby the tnt\\ 
established by the Chief Financial Officer. Vending machines may be nstalled in the teacher woik rooms in 
accordance with existing vendor contracts. The principal has the authority to determine the profit 
expenditures for vending machines installed in the teachers' workra^oi is in his/her building in consultation 
-tilth the building staff. 
Issues discussed that required no Policy Changes: 
Regulation 4140-CR - Re-employment of Probationary Teachers 
The intent was to discuss the process by which probationary teacher* a :e notified of deficiencies and the 
opportunities given to them to remove those deficiencies. It was theiui^rest to provide professional 
guidance to teachers in need of skill development during their probatio iary time. Issues were resolved 
through discussions.
 i 
Regulation 4170-CR- School Calendar | 
The intent is to improve communication from the calendar committee t)o the buildings and the buildings to 
the calendar committee, 
Regulation 4320-GE & CR - Absences, Leaves and Vacation 
Deferred this until completion of tiie lawsuit 
Regulation 4410 - CR - Professional Activities, T rainiu£ and Professional Growth 
1) Activities for special teachers: 
Intent is to recognize like subject teachers need time for collabc rative professional development. 
2) Professional development for Step 1,2 and 3 teachers: 
Intent is to provide meaningful professional development for te ichers at salary schedule step 11 % and 
and to ensure effective communication regarding contracted da; 's for professional development. The 
curriculum and instruction department will set the calendar in advance with no make-up days 
allowed. 
All issues were resolved through discussions. 
Tbe District elementary PDC day will be on July 21 @FHC and the secondary PDC day will be on August 
12 at FHC. 
Regulation 4570 - C R - Tuition Reirabarsement 
TO defer until 2003/04 
Regulation 4610 - CR - Teacher Performance Evahiotions/Profewi o*«I Improvement Plana 
To increase the awareness and improve the application of the process and c l a r ^ 
practice. 
Regulation 4860 - CR - Personnel Records 
To increase awareness that there is to be only district and one building personnel file. This issue was 
resolved through discussion. There will be no "secret*1 building personnel filesonanyone, Ifateacher 
transfers, the building file goes to the nest building with the teacher. 
Regulation 4892 - CR - Instructional Materials (classroom supply reimbursement) 
Item was deferred to 2003/04 negotiations. 
Regulation 4894 - CR - Staff Wribrc 
To clarity scrub schedules and avoid injuries while working in the buildings during non-contract time. 
Recesa Procedures 
Much discussion was held on recess procedures. Dr. Bear will clarify recess procedures wish the princ^als. 
Lunch recess is the only scheduled recess, 1 teacher for every 2 classes at lunch recess 
FHEA Negotiations Team 
Debi Becker, Chairperson 
Linda Hess 
Rita Watts 
Shelley Hoffman 
Renilde Pausch 
Panf Twombry 
4/30/03 9:31 AM 
Regulation 4210CR: The intent: 
l)Clarifies all teachers are to be treated with professional re; pect during the transfer 
process, 
2)To facilitate staffing and increase the efficiency and claiffj 
staffing process. 
3)(3 choices for teachers) The intent of the language is tha( tl e principal will place a 
teacher in 3 of his/her first 3 choices or explain why they hO/\ he did not, 
the sequence of the internal 
(Page i) under Personnel Assignments and Transfer (added njtw language) 
(Page 1) under Secondary 
(Pagel) under Elementary- paragraph 1 
(Page 11 Staffing C"^£riaJ'nfl^|anguage}1 paragraph 1 
(Page 1) Transfer Request - Vacancy Notices Posted -
(Page 1) Transfer Defimtims - ItterbwfflRg- paragraph 1 it 
(Pagel) Voluntary transfers -4ntQrbidMng paragraph 1, 
(Page 2) paragraph 1, 2, and 4 
(Page 2) Involuntary Transfers fotertwJdirig-Procedures-pQr^graph J 
(Page 3) Guidelines paragraph 5 
(Page 3) Selection Criteria- 41 
FEJRSOlYNEL SERVICES 
Personnel Assignments and Transfer 
Regulation 4210 CR 
guilding Staffing (new Jpfl juagej 
Timelines for Board of Education staffing approval, internal staffing decisions, 
vacancy postings, etc. are established annually. These timejHi es wfll be nude available 
to ail district personnel via a posting on the District's website 
Secondary 
(new language) 
staffing as ign 
s ^hool year and changes 
staff to determine the 
PrjndpaL The Principal vvill 
ment criteria and 
submitted by the 
Staffing plans will be presented to the teachers for the following 
will be explained. Department chairpersons will then meet witfc 
assignments and give the department's recommendation to the 
make the.final decision based on the transfer selection 
explain to any teacher whose assignment may be different than i 
chairperson, 
Elementary 
Staffing plans will be presented to the teachers for the following si hool year and change^ 
will be explained. Teachers will be asked to submit their first third s choices to the Principal 
who will then make the assignments based on the vohffltary select! ft* staffing assignment 
criteria. The Principal will explain the reasons fee ths-iransfe to a 1 any teachers whose 
assignment may be different than the three (3) submitted choices. 
Francis Howell 
June 01 
4/30/03 9:31 AH 
Staffing Criteria fnew languagel 
The Principals will consider the following criteria in priority order when deterniining who 
ahall be selected for a transfer assignments within the building: 
1. Overall satisfactory evaluation 
2. Compatibility with the position 
Compatibility - is defined as appropriate certification and/or training, the teachers' 
philosophy of education, involvement with discipline, classroom organization and 
planning, teaching techniques, peer relationships and parent communication relating 
to the teacher's behavior within.the school. 
3- Francis Howell School District experience, 
4, Teacher interest 
5, Extra duty assignments-voluntary transfers only. 
Transfer Reqneat 
Vacancy Notices Posted - Interbuflqaag 
All vacancies shall be pasted in each school on the District's web site as they occur or as 
they are anticipated. The President of the Association-apd the UNISERV Office will receive 
a-aopy of all notices as-feney-are-sept Such postings shall bqmade-tefl (10)dayFprior-te 
anyone being employed Before April 15lb positions Will be posted for a minimum of 
{ten) 10 days. After April 15 , positions will be posted a minimum of five (5) days 
unless m an emergency situation in the instructional program necessitates an immediate 
assignment In the event of an immediate assignment, the position will be filled on a 
temporary basis if a new employee ia hired fbrthe position. However, if the position 
involves the transfer of a District employee, the position may be filled permanently^ Durifig 
fog-vacation period, each teacber-who•haE-ageffiesE-pa-file will be sent a vacancy Betjee 
(provided the teacher supplies the personnel office with self-addressed envelopes), fa 
nildirinrv Ynfatirriftri will nlMp hi* prntrd in mrh irhnnli 
Vacancy - A vacancy is defined as a position presently unfilled; a position currently filled 
but which will be open in the Hiture; or a new position that is currently not in existence. 
Transfer Definitions 
Voluntary transfer — occurs when a teacher requests a change in assigned building, grade 
level, cycle or teaching assignment 
Involuntary transfer — occurs when a teacher is required to change building, gade levol, 
cycle of-teaching assignment against his/her will. ' 
Francis Howell 
June 01 
4/30/03 9:31 AM 
Voluntary Transfers -JnicrbniUffBg 
A teacher may request to transfer to a vacancy for which he|s£ e is certificated by contacting 
the personnel office in writing within ten (10) seseei work |&reofthepostingup to April 
15, After April 15, a teacher may request o transfer for \h$ first five (5) work days of 
the posting, 
Teachers requesting a transfer will not be penalized becausejof a request to transfer, or as a 
result of a transfer. 
Regulation 4210 CR 
Fage2 
In the case ofinfgrbirilding transfers to a different building, thi receiving Principal shall 
give his/rier approval. Transfer during tile scHooZ year shall riot be made unless the 
Superintendentfdesigneehasapprovedu^ If the 
timing of the transfer is denied, the effective date for the transit: will be the begjjming of the 
next school year and the vacancy will be filled: on a temporary I asis. Interbuilding 
Transfers to another building willlse determined by the Prkjci jai based on the selection 
criteria guidelines- Transfer requetta after Juae 1 sfi^no^ti e made onJeas the 
Superintendent/designee has approved the transfer request. 
Where more than one teacher applies ftava transfer ta a single ] 
applying for the position will be interviewed^' District teach^ra 
over outside applicants if similarly qualified. 
osition all district teachers 
will be given preference 
Candidates not selected will be given a statement describing tfce 3 
as tlie determining factors in the selection. Such notice vvfll b<p 
The teacher may request a meeting with the Principal to discu$s 
interview summary. 
ualifications which served 
sfcnt only to the candidate-
lis/her qualifications and 
In the event two (2) or more teachers are equally qualified^ acc^ ibuj to the «fi*rahujy^ 
selection criteria, the teacher with the greatest seniority will bo tt inafened-
If it is necessary to reduce staff in a building, the voluntary trajis^ers from that building 
are employed on a half-time or more basis in the District will he 
transfers wiil not be implemented where the voluntary transfer: would 
transfer. 
w,ho 
given priority. Voluntary 
cause an involuntary 
Franco HoweU 
June 01 
4/30/03 9:33 AM 
\ 
Involuntary Transfers -faterbuQdfrig 
Causes 
Involuntary transfers may occur as a result of an opening of a buildings redistribution of 
students, realignment of staf£ or other reasons where such transfers will improve the 
instructional program, and where no teachers have volunteered to transfer. 
Procedures 
The procedures for involuntary transfers only apply after all buddings have been 
staffed. 
Teachers eligible to Jill existing or anticipated vacancies will be asked to volunteer. A 
second request for volunteers will be made if necessary. 
If there are no volunteers, teachers with the least seniority will be transferred first. 
The final decision will be made by the Snperintendent/desipiee. 
Regulation 4216 CR 
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Guidelines 
No involuntary transfer will be made until the teacher has been provided with the reasons 
for the transfer. Any teacher affected by an invoLuntHry transfer will be released by the 
Board from his/her contract if he/she ao requests-
Written notification of involuntary transfers shall be made as soon as possible. No 
involuntary transfers shall be made after June 1 unless there is an unexpected change in 
enrollment 
Any teacher who is involuntarily transferred wili be given priority consideration for any 
future vacancies for three (3) years at the building to which he/she was transferred, 
He/she will be the last one considered for any future involuntary transfers for three (3) years 
to other buildings, 
An exception to the three (3) year provision may be necessary when an entire grade level is 
moved from one building to another. If an exception is required, Adnriiiistration 
representatives will meet with the Association representatives to discuss and mutually agree 
upon the provisions of the deception. 
Francis Howell 
June 01 
4/30/03 9:31 AM 
hailding and will-he giveflpraferenca within their gadfr^vql-i >raiMKiildi3g teachers in .other 
Selection Criteria Iflfcrfarihfiflg 
The Principals will consider the following criteria in order V^K n detennining who shall be 
selected for a transfe 
1. Overall sa&&eterf evaluation 
2. Compatibility with the position 
CornpatibiUty - is defined as appropriate certification: 
philosophy of education, involvement with discipline; 
planning, teaching techniques, peer relationships and Jjdrent 
to the teacher's behavior within the schooL 
3. Francis Howell School District experience. 
4. Teacher interest 
5. Extra duly assignments-voluntary transfers only 
a id/or training, the teachers1 
classroom organization and 
communication relating 
Regulation 4210 CB 
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Ad&rin/BOE sign off (Agree with Changes) FHEA ^ D off (Agree with Changes) 
£)*^&^S ^ /UW 4fa/*3 
Francis Howdl 
June 01 
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